In response to the request by the Wireless Communications bureau, Harbor Wireless, LLC, submits the following information as its first annual report:

1. Call sign and market area: WPRV425, Alaska MEA Block B
2. Total number of spectrum users: 0
3. Number of spectrum users that are affiliates of Guard Band Manager: 0
4. The amount of spectrum being used: 0
5. General nature of its customers’ spectrum use: N/A
6. Length of Term of each user agreement: N/A

As of August 1, 2002, there were no users or operations in Harbor’s licensed frequencies. Delays in the auction of adjacent 700 MHz licenses have caused delays and uncertainties over the availability of equipment for the 700 MHz band. Additionally, a spectrum swap proposal from Nextel, which holds the largest number of 700 MHz Guard Band licenses, has caused uncertainty over future use of all Guard Band licenses. As these uncertainties are resolved and equipment becomes available for these licenses, Harbor Wireless will provide timely updates consistent with the reporting requirements.